Abstract-Probabilistic neural network compared with the traditional BP neural network structure is simpler and it is faster to be identificated, so it is widely used in the field of pattern recognition. This paper is mainly focused on similar gesture recognition research, propose an probabilistic neural network gesture recognition algorithm. The simulation results show that the improved probabilistic neural network algorithm on the recognition rate and training time is better than the traditional BP network.
I. FOREWORDS
Surface EMG（sEMG） [1] is biological signals from the skin surface by the electrode guiding the neuromuscular system activities recorded.
It reflects the function and state of the nerve, muscle. The different gestures corresponding to different muscle contraction mode, the differences between these patterns reflect in sEMG characterized differences.
As an important bio-electrical signal, sEMG is widely used in bionics, bio-feedback, sports medicine and rehabilitation works.
As to hand signal action principles of pattern recognition method, at present, home and abroad has all got some achievements , such as Rencheng Wang and others has made use of BP neural networks to be in the progress to doing a star injustice , stretching the wrist , introversion whorl wrist and extroversion whorl wrist four species actions for instance identification. At 2000, Francis has brought forward one kind of muscle electric signal mixing up the model controlling; its rightness recognition rate can be on a par with manpower neural networks ANN method appearance. At 2004, Kiguchi. K and others makes use of nerve blurred controller with layers to have studied principles of pattern recognition of the upper limb. These distinguish method basically detachable, be [2] count identification method , neural networks distinguishes method [3] [4] [5] , [7] grade distinguish [6] , integrated identification of syntax method, neural networks among them distinguish the method sum method is other parallel , have stronger fault-tolerant sex and certainly fit in with learning ability, have been able to distinguish or deformable entering pattern with noise , have got broad usage.
Equality adopt K-W to check that method checks the surface muscle electric signal drawing first is worth the main body of a book , method difference , power spectrum density carry out characteristic choice , the strongest characteristic choosing the classification ability is the entering characteristic improving probability neural networks. Middle radial probability neural networks base the function propagation rate has being bound to affect to network function, that the person is worth a sort all is to set up by hand but, repeated modification finds and then right value. The method (PSO) adopt the particle group optimization comes to owe a parameter for sure the main body of a book, can use entire identification process simplification.
The probability neural networks adopt an improvement extends to model "C" , the forefinger , stretching a wrist , downward, bending a wrist , clenching self's fist , carrying out principles of pattern recognition to inclining bending the wrist , the palm expanding 7 kinds of hand signal actions is the main body of a book study to concentrate on.
II. SEMG CHARACTERISTIC DRAWS AND THE

CHARACTERISTIC CHOOSES
Choice being hit by a characteristic in principles of pattern recognition is very important, the characteristic is no appropriate or no sufficient if being put into use, may reduce accurate rate distinguishing. The characteristic number is inadvisable to be inadvisable to be short very much very excessively also , the general initial stage distinguishing a scheme in design stage ought to try one's best to list out the various characteristic possibly relevant to classification excessively, such can fully utilize various useful information , improvement classification effect. The characteristic is able to bring difficulty to difficulty calculation but, very much, that more than the correct or required number data need to occupy magnanimous memory space compose in reply calculation time, and be able to bring about classification effect worsening. The characteristic being in progress in two aspects picks up the main body of a book respectively from the time domain and frequency region , adopt K-W checkout method to carry out the most effective characteristic appraising , electing out of classification on single characteristics and then.
A. The feature extraction based on time domain
Time domain analysis is the basic of electromyography signal analysis method, because of its feature extraction is relatively simple, in multi-channel SEMG processing application is very extensive. This paper chooses mean and variance as the electromyography signal time domain features.
(1) Calculating the mean value B. Based on frequency domain feature extraction Physical activities, muscle contraction force size depends on the motor nerve fiber efferent action potential frequency, thus use power spectral density to represent the characteristics of sEmg signals is appropriate. So based on the above theoretical basis and the facts, the power spectrum peak near the shape parameter as the electromyography signal characteristic, namely electromyography signal power spectrum of bandwidth can characterization of sEmg signals represent movement patterns.
In practical application, the power spectrum of the bandwidth of the reciprocal as electromyography signal characteristics, bandwidth with equivalent rectangular bandwidth said. Because of multi-channel semg only in the 100-400 Hz range, so power spectrum characteristic value calculation for:
Through the above calculation we get six features the first channel mean, the second channel mean, the first channel variance, the second channel variance, the first channel power spectral density, the second channel power spectral density. With K -W inspection method for each feature for inspection, choose the most powerful classification characteristics.
Calculated through programming various characteristics of the statistical H value such as table 1, from the table results can be seen in the time domain features 1 channel mean and 2 channel mean statistical quantity is big, the frequency domain characteristics of 1 channel power spectrum density and 2 channel power spectral density statistical quantity is big, namely the four characteristics of the classification ability is strong, and can from the time-frequency domain two aspects fully embody the signal feature. So, choose the four characteristics as recognition characteristic of sample input. Probabilistic neural network is put forward in 1990 by Speech [8] a radial basis function (RBF) network important deformation [9] . It USES multivariate Parzen Windows estimate inhomogeneous probability density function and the Bayesian posterior probability as the output, the training time is short, the structure is stable, has strong nonlinear recognition ability, and not easy to converge to a local minimum point, especially suitable for solving pattern recognition problems.
Probabilistic neural network (generally divided into four layers: input layer, model layer, summation layer and output layer. Input layer as the training sample, X=(x1,x2,…,xq)T to remember, the neuron number and sample vector dimension equal.
In the MATLAB programming a probabilistic neural network to create the code for net = newpnn(P,T,SPREAD), in which represents the network input sample volume and the T said network target vector, and SPREAD said radial basis function transmission rate.
Aiming at this problem, this paper presents an optimum transmission rate means that the particle swarm optimization method. In this method, we can determine the optimal transmission rate and simplify the process of identification.
IV. MODIFIED PROBABILISTIC NEURAL NETWORK IDENTIFICATION
Particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) is a stochastic optimization technique based on the species. It be made by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 [10] . PSO is a randomized, parallel optimization algorithm. There are many advantages about it. It doesn't require the optimized function is differentiable, derivative, continuous nature, the convergence speed is fast, and the algorithm is simple, easy to program. This paper uses the method of radial basis function to optimize transmission rate. PSO algorithm described below: This paper is the use of particle swarm optimization algorithm to find a maximize the objective function of the optimal radial basis function transmission rate, η represents the target function:
The number of correctly classified samples The total number of test samples η =
Improved probabilistic neural network recognition process, such as is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2:
Step1: owned by one of the training sample and the weight vector
Step2: initialize the objective function and the control parameter of the PSO algorithm randomly generated contemporary parameter vector XI (i = 1, 2... N), and xi
Step3: normalized samples training PNN, for each particle, the objective function value for comparison with the objective function value of the current local optimal pests profile pests is, the objective function value is larger
Step4: each particle, its objective function value of the objective function value of the current global optimum best compare update best objective function value larger
Step4: According to the formula (9) updates the values of xi and VI Step5: termination of discrimination: If the number of iterations is the maximum number of times or the objective function reaches optimal if the loop is terminated, otherwise it returns Step3
Step6: Back particle swarm global optimum gbest as the optimal value of the propagation rate. The experimental results obtained in this optimal value as the final recognition result
V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
The improvement of this article probabilistic neural network algorithm denoted as S1 algorithm, and traditional BP neural network algorithm denoted S2 algorithm.
For S1 algorithm11-12]: First determine PNN network structure, according to the characteristics of the radial basis function, and the input layer neurons number of the input sample vector dimension equal to the output layer neuron number is equal to the number of training sample data types, and the output layer of the network is competitive layer, each neuron corresponding to one data category. PNN network structure is designed for: the input layer has four neurons, and the output layers have 7 neural.
Middle layer transfer function for gaussian function, the output layer transfer function is linear function. The mean of 1 channel, the mean of 2 channel mean, first channel power spectral density, the second channel power spectral density as input characteristic, carries on the simulation results as shown in figure 1, figure 2 shows. Mentioned the K -W inspection methods for feature extraction, and put the best features of classification ability as network input characteristics to improve recognition rate. This paper have carried contrast test, increase the number of features will be the first channel variance as input characteristic, the simulation results as shown in figure 3 shows.
For S2 algorithm [13] [14] : first determine the structure of BP network, which includes input layer, hidden layer and output layer. Input layer neuron number and input feature vector dimension is same, output layer neuron number and to identify the types of the action of the same number, and the number of hidden layer neurons by [15] of the formula: S m n a = + + (5) M, n were presented input layer and output layer neuron number, for constant, numerical in 1 ~ 10, it's numerical according to the experimental effect sure.
The design of BP network structure is: input layer has four neurons, hidden eight neurons, output layer 7 neurons, also will be the first channel mean, the second channel mean, first channel power spectral density, the second channel power spectral density as input characteristic, carries on the simulation results as shown in figure 4 , shows, the recognition rate of two kinds of methods such as shown in table 2.
Contrast The figure 2 with figure 3 , we choose the typical classification ability characteristics as network input features can reduce error namely improve recognition rate. Based on the experimental data, all kinds of don't exist among part intersection, this is also one of the reasons for the errors. Therefore, the choice of appropriate representative characteristics to improve recognition rate, namely reduce error is very important. From the experimental results, it can be seen that the proposed improved probabilistic neural network algorithm and the traditional BP neural network algorithm, the recognition rate in significant increase, and the training time and shorten the nearly half.
Improved PNN and the traditional BP network compared, in the following aspects has the obvious advantage:
(1) Process is simple, the convergence speed. Improved PNN without the traditional BP neural network error back propagation process, training speed.
(2) The network convergence, high stability. Traditional BP neural network, the connection of each layer of the weights of the training on initial value sensitivity, the classification of the traditional BP neural network, the result is not sure, and BP network classification rule is not sure to explain, lack of transparency.
(3) The sample additional ability is strong, and can tolerate individual wrong sample.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper by using particle swarm optimization algorithm to determine the transmission rate, particle swarm optimization with the probabilistic neural network for seven kinds of hand gestures action for pattern recognition.
Through the simulation experiment proves that this recognition method than the traditional BP neural network recognition algorithm has a higher identification accuracy, training time also greatly speed up, and easy to realize, there is no getting into the local advantages, have certain generalization ability. Shows that the method is effective.
But, improved probabilistic neural network recognition algorithm there is a need to further improve the recognition rate. Therefore, the next step research emphasis is also looking for more effective recognition algorithm, improve the gestures action identification accuracy.
